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SECOND Pi^T
THESIS

The Teaching of French in Junior High
and Senior High Schools
There has "been considerable discussion among educators
in recent years concerning the status of modem foreign language
teaching in our secondary schools. Educators had for some years
been questioning both the product and the methods of modern
foreign language teaching and felt that the time had come to
determine by a thorough investigation and discussion of the
question whether or not the time and money expended on modern
foreign language study was giving an adequate return in value,
whether, consequently, this study should continue to be in-
cluded in the curricula of our high schools, and if continued,
what steps should be taken to make it more worth while
There are many historical reasons why the pupils in our
secondary schools should have an opportunity to study French,
The teaching of French on American soil was begun as early as
1608 by Catholic missionaries to the Indians on Boon Island,
Maine, v/here they established their first mission. In 1611,
another mission was opened among the Abnaki Indians on the coast
of Maine, and in 1620 the French friars founded the seminary of
Notre Dame des Anges for the instruction of Indians along the
St. Charles, and even sent an Indian youth to France to be ed-
ucated. From this time on, missions continued to spring up all
through eastern Canada, along the Great Lakes and down the Mississ-
ippi valley to New Orleans, v/here, in 1639, the French Ursuline
nuns founded the first female seminary in America.

While French missionaries continued to reach out through-
out all the French territory in the North and West including
Wisconsin, Michigan and the Illinois country, French schools of
this region were doing good work in the elementary and secondary
branches and the French Fort Chartres in the same region was
known as the center of life and fashion of the V/est.
In New Orleans, a convent school opened in 1727 by French
nuns from Rouen, Prance, soon achieved a great reputation for
efficiency in the territory, which it has retained to the present
time. The nuns were especially noted for their excellent instruc-
tion in English and French, which they taught not only "by theory
but in practice, the pupils being required to converse daily in
both languages . "-K-
In 1811, eight years after Louisiana was purchased by the
United States, the college of Orleans was established where
French had a prominent place in the curriculum. The college was
small but it sent forth some of the best men of Louisiana.
Private schools for girls have always had a great vogue
in Louisiana in which French as a rule has been the modern
foreign language taught.
Other famous institutions for the cultivation of the French
language are the academies of the Sacred Heart, founded in 1818
at St. Louis, Missouri, at Grand Couteau, Louisiana, in 1821; in
the parish of St. James, Louisiana, in 1825; in Natchitoches in
1847; and at Baton Rouge in 1851.
•K-Fay - History of Education in Louisiana p.p. 56-57

In Michigan, the free common school system was introduced
late. The French sentiment had had time to die out, consequently
there was no provision made for French instruction, but in the
branch schools of the University of Michigan, provided for by
the act of 1817 but not realized for two decades, French was
included in the curricula,
French was also taught in private schools of the Colonies,
Thomas Jefferson learned French in one of these schools in the
fifties of the eighteenth century. In the Academy of Philadelphi
later named the University of Pennsylvania, founded in 1749 by
Benjamin Franklin, French was taught as an extra mural subject
or by private lessons in the school until 1754, when a professor
of French was appointed and French became a regular subject of
the curriculum. The Wilmington Academy, Delaware, in 1786, made
the following announcement: "The French language will be taught
by one of the professors of the academy if the parents or
guardians require it." In 1790, "The Boarding School in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, for the Education of Young Misses"
included the following announcement:
"As many parents and guardians have signified their de-
sire that their children might also be taught the French language
we have the pleasure to inform them that a lady, well-versed in
this language, has arrived from Europe with the intention to
give lessons in the same. As the maintenance of said lady as
well as the expense of her voyage and journey from Europe will
fall upon the school, we trust it will not be deemed unreasonable
that an extra charge of five Spanish dollars per annum should be
made for instruction in French." *
Barnard's American Journal of Education 25:166-67
fr
In New England we have the assertion of an eighteenth
century writer that French v/as taught in Duinmer*s Academy,
Phillips Exeter, the Academy of Leicester, the academy of
Hingham, Dearborn's Academy, Boston, the Academy of Marblehead,
the Academy of Hallowell, Maine, in the latter half of the
eighteenth century. In 1784, John Mary, an instructor at
Harvard, published, in Boston, the first French grammar in
America.^t
By the beginning of the nineteenth century, French had
become a standard study in girls* schools and to some extent
for boys also, from Maine to Virginia, Kentucky, and Ohio.
From these beginnings the study spread \mtil we find it in
most of the better academies throughout the country, where its
influence, generally, was as a polite accomplishment.
During and following the Revolution, the French patriots,
who,like Lafayette and Quesnay de Beaurepaire ,had come to help
fight the English ,remained to instil French ideas and ideals
and to promote friendship between France and the new nation^
many also began to come for commercial and scientific purposes.
Quesnay, who proposed connecting the United States with his
fatherland "by nev/ motives of gratitude ,of conformity and taste,
and of more close commimications between the individuals of the
tv/o countries," planned to establish a "French academy of Arts
and Sciences of the United States of America," at Richmond.
Though the project was never realized, Jefferson was deeply
*C . D. Sbeling Erdbeschreibung und geschichte von Amerika.
Hamburg - 1793 p. 302 f
.
fr
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Interested In it and incorporated some of the ideas suggested
in the University of Virginia which he founded. He also supported
a plan to remove the entire College of Geneva, (Switzerland),
which was French, bodily to Virginia. These and other similar
movements aroused interest in the French language and literature,
and, in 1780, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences was
established in Boston on French models, and an instructor of
French was engaged to teach there.
Thus the study of French, first introduced as private
instruction or as an extramural study, rose gradually and steadily
to the position of an integral part of the curriculum of public
high schools and in sane instances to the elementary schools.
Indeed, the French influence in American education was at one
time so powerful, especially in the Garolinas and Virginia as
to color, not only the educational system, but the social and
home life as well.
To Thomas Jefferson belongs the honor of giving the study
of French its first considerable impetus as a regular college
subject. In 1779-80, at his suggestion, William and Mary College,
his alma mater, established a professorship of modern foreign
languages, including French, thereby becoming the first American
college to do so. With the patronage of distingiiished men like
Jefferson and Franklin, the French language soon became a point
of educational interest. In 1780, French was made a regular
branch of instruction at Harvard. In 1784, Columbians first
professor of French was appointed and in the same year. Brown
University, then known as Rhode Island College, solicited the aid
e
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of Louis XVI of France, to procure for it a professor of French,
The memorial ran thus:
"Ignorant of the French language, and separated as we
were hy more than mere distance of countries, we too readily
imbibed the prejudices of the English - prejudices which we have
renounced since we have had a nearer view of the brave army of
Prance, who actually Inhabited this college edifice; since
which time our youth seek with avidity whatever can give them
information respecting the character, genius and influence of a
people they have such reason to admire - a nation so eminently
distinguished for polished humanity.
To satisfy this laudable thirst of knowledge, nothing
was wanting but to encourage and diffuse the French language
and that, not merely as the principal means of rendering an
intercourse with our brethren of France more easy and beneficial
but also for spreading far and wide the history of the so cele-
brated race of kings, statesmen, philosophers, poets and
bneefactors of mankind which France has produced."
The communication, however, never reached the king.
In 1792, Willlarr.s accepted French as a substitute for
Greek and Latin, and the next year, William and Mary made it
requisite for entrance while the University of North Carolina
required a grammatical knowledge of French as an entrance
requirement from its foundation in 1795. Williams' first
professorship, established the same year, was a professorship
in French.
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In 1799, college instruction in French crossed the
Alleghenies to Transylvania University in Kentucky. In 1802,
the University of North Carolina announced that after February,
1802, no one would be graduated without Greek or French and
that either language would be accepted for entrance, while in
1804, South Carolina made French a required subject in sophomore
and junior years.
With the exception of a slight reaction early in the
nineteenth century, French continued to grow in favor. As time
went on teaching improved. Such men as Longfellow, Lowell, Ticknor
and Follen steadily raised the prestige of the profession. The
practical utility of French came more and more to be recognized,
while gradually, its educative value was conceded, and finally,
more and more chairs of French came to be endowed. Thus, even-
tually, the study of French attained such a high standing that
graduate schools began to organize the scientific study of the
subject on a parity with other research studies leading to the
doctor's degree.
The establishment of courses in French in so many of our
most prominent colleges and imiversities in the early nineteenth
century, paved the way for the teaching of French in our public
high schools. As early as 1851, the school law under which the
high schools of the state of California were established, re-
quired them to teach French. After the middle of the nineteenth
century, the growth of French as a high school study in the country
at large, was rapid. As early as 1832, French was taught in the
English High School, Boston, and increased in favor so rapidly
r
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from that time on, that by 1869, it was taught in the high
schools of twenty-eight cities east of the Mississippi. By
1904-05, there were 62,120 students of French in public high
schools in the United States, over 72^ of whom were in the
Korth Atlantic States, while in private secondary schools, there
were 27,657 pupils studying French, of whom over 63^ were in the
North Atlantic States.* The statistics of 1910 give 73,161
students of French in public high schools of the United States,
and 22,510 in private secondary schools, a total of 95,671
students of French in the secondary schools of the United States.**
A C£u?eful estimate in 1928, on the part of the Modern
Foreign Language Study reckoned all enrollments in French in the
secondary schools of the United States both public and private,
as 490,376, more than five times as many as in 1910.
While French was thus rapidly increasing in popularity as
a high school and college subject, it was as a cultural study,
with a reading knowledge of the language as its chief objective,
that it was taken. It was taught by much the same method as the
classical languages. With our changing objectives in modern
education, leaning toward the practical in all studies, a grow-
ing general feeling of dissatisfaction arose among those who,
having studied French in our secondary schools and colleges,
found that this study had given them little or no skill which
they could carry out into life . The feeling became keener
during and after the World War, when a real working knov/ledge
* U. S. Bureau of Education Report of Commissioner 1905 -
pp. 825-841
** U. S. Bureau of Education Report of Commissioner 1910 -
p 1135-36
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of French would have "been invaluable
.
Two recent representative articles on this subject occur
in the French Review for November, 1927 and March, 1928, the
first by Dudley Colman Frank, entitled "^JVhy Teach French?" and
the second by Charles G. Clarke, entitled, "Certain of Our
Problems .
"
In the first of these articles, Mr, Prank tells of his
effort to solve the problem by going directly to the former
students of the DeWitt Clinton High School, N. Y. He sent out
to graduates extending over a period of from ten to fifteen
years, a questionnaire to ascertain from them whether their
work in French in high school had been worth while. The result
was that forty-seven out of fifty representative men of mature
minds reported that French had been of practical value to them,
and that if they were living their high school years over, they
would again choose to study French. Of course this is only one
incident, but it is a significant one. It indicates that there
is a felt need for the study of French in high school.*
Charles C. Clarke, in the other article mentioned above,
says that a sufficient answer to the question "Why Teach French?"
would be that we should teach French because of the great and
ever increasing demand for it; "for that demand is increasing,
despite the dissatisfaction expressed from time to time with
the results obtained by those who have "taken" French or who
have paid for their children's lessons in the language."**
*G. D. Frank French Review, Nov. 1927
** C. C. Clarke French Review, March 1928
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A good deal of the dissatisfaction has arisen ov/ing to the
failures of pupils in French, causing discouragement and leaving
school; also, to the frequent complaints of college professors
of the insufficient preparation in modern foreign languages, of
the high school graduates who present themselves for entrance
at the various colleges. A little reflection disclosed the
fact that the teachers of these failing pupils are themselves
graduates of the colleges. These college graduates set ahout
teaching the French language without a reasonable mastery of their
subject, without sufficient understanding of the problems involved
in teaching French to junior or senior high school students, and
without adequate preparation in the special technique necessary
for the work. Add to these handicaps to good and effective
teaching, one more, that the principal aim of the high school
course in French has been to prepare the students to pass the
college entrance examinations which placed the emphasis on
translation, grammar and composition, to the neglect of ability
to speak the language.
The attitude of mind of the average American high school
student of French itself contributes to the probability of
dissatisfaction with results. This attitude is well expressed
by Mile M. A. Busche, a well known principal of a private
school in Boston, who says, "Pronunciation still is mostly
considered of secondary importance, and, in fact, many a student
shows his annoyance pretty plainly when a * newly imported*
teacher insists upon frequent repetition until a correct
pronunciation is obtained. Although not expressed in words.
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ons is conscious that pupils look upon such efforts on the
part of the teacher as a waste of time. They have been told
that the works of Racine, Moliere, Goethe and Dante must be
read within a given time. The teacher inquires, is amazed, but
finally permits his class to rush on as others have done before
toward the great purpose in our school life *the college entrance
examination*. This, then, brings me face to face with the
question: V/herein lies the folly in the instruction of modern
languages in America? The answer is: » College entrance re-
quirements »
Dr. Maxwell, who was of the same opinion, protested that
the Regents* examinations, by their emphasis on translation,
grammar, and composition, led to the neglect of teaching to
speak the foreign language, and were therefore an injurious
use of the examination power. -k-w
Moreover, until recent years, college professors wrote
almost all of the textbooks that were used, and they were written
from the college teacher* s point of view. While they w ere well
adapted to college instruction, they were very poor as high
school texts. The grammars were too full and too technical,
the reading texts made up of a grade of literature little
adapted to adolescents. Besides, even vHcien suitable texts were
available for secondary schools, the choice often lay with in-
expert boards of education or officers of administration, or with
poorly qualified and inexperienced teachers.
M- Miss M. A. Busche - Oral Instruction in Modem Languages,
May 4, 1912 - J. Geddes
Dr. Maxwell - Educational Review - Dec. 1912
G. H. Handschin - Teaching of Mod. Languages in the U. S. p.57
c
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The French language, according to statistics, claims a
larger number of pupils in secondary schools than any other
modern foreign language. More, however, than one fourth
(nearly 28 per cent) of all college undergraduate students
are just beginning the language, while more than half (58 per
cent), are no further than the second year. More than half,
therefore, will give up their study of French at the point
where the minimxim knowledge should be set for beginning college
courses, leaving only about 14 per cent of all college French
students who are likely to go on to an advanced study of the
language
To remedy this situation we should secure better students
and encourage them by giving them more adequate opportunities.
To attain these results we should have definite standards of
achievement and adequate time for instruction. No one knows
at present what a student of average ability under fair conditions
of instruction should accomplish in one, two, or three years of
French study; how much working knowledge of vocabulary and of
grammar and what capacity in reading or in understanding the
spoken language and in speaking it he should acquire in these
periods. The teacher is therefore, working almost in the dark.
We lack also, selected pupils; "we lack the economic
motivation for success, the cultural background, the international
of European Schools;
orientation /N, we lack carefully trained teachers, the traditionally
standardized school curriculum and the powerfully centralized
school authority. In place of these we have unending numbers,
great economic resources, energy and optimism which have already
* R. H. Fife - French Review - Jan. 1928 p.8f
.
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overcome many difficulties, a sense of responsibility for our
problems and a readiness to experiment. Already American students
have made one great contribution to secondary education, the
application of quantitative methods of measurement «•
In creating new teaching conditions we should eliminate
from our classes those who have not the mental ability to study
French, as indicated by adequate prognosis tests. We should
classify our students on a basis of achievement measured by
standardized tests so as to advance in proper ratio, those who
have real language ability. We should prepare a scientific
course of study for each grade, and allow ample time for success-
ful accomplishment. The introduction of the study of French and
other modern languages into the Junior High School program is a
step in the right direction. The upper or more able 50 per cent
of our classes entering the seventh grade of the Junior High
Schools are allowed to elect a foreign language; those taking
French may complete French I at the end of the eighth grade
and French II at the end of the ninth grade. When these pupils
reach the first year of the Senior High School, they will already
have a good working knowledge of French, and will be capable of
doing intensive work v/ith greater interest in the remaining
years of the Senior High School. This ought to ensure greater
achievement for the colleges, better students for the work,
and adequate time to acquire a reasonable mastery of the
language
•
Mr. Clarke takes the dissatisfaction and discussion to
^ Ibid.
T
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be a sign of healthy interest, and at the same time, the outcome
of misunderstandings. Many of the critics probably do not know
what it means to learn a foreign language, - not to learn inter-
esting linguistic facts about it, not to commit to memory the
rules of its syntax, not to be able to read it by substituting
Englisti words for the foreign words printed for the eye, - but
to learn the language so that it can be understood by them
aurally and can be made comprehensible to others, in fine, so
that it becom.es an alm.ost natural second means of communication.
Such a feat is rarely accomplished in a school by anyone after
he has learned his mother tongue, and the teacher who aids in
bringing about such a success, has cause for self-congratulation.
He should not be expected to repeat the success often." *
Men of v;eight and authority argue from time to time that
the ability to speak French is much less important than the
ability to read it, and to have some general knowledge of its
literature. The relative values of a speaking and a reading
knowledge have never been more forcibly contrasted than in the
following paragraph by one of our forem-ost American scholars.
Professor Calvin Thomas, speaking however of German, not French;
"For myself, I can say with perfect sincerity that I look upon
my own ability to speak German simply as an accomplishment to
which I attach no great importance. If such a thing were
possible I would sell it for money and use the money to buy
Germaji books with and it would not take an exorbitant price to
« C. C. Clarke - French Review - Mar. 1928
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buy it either. But 6n the other hand, what I have got from
my ability to read German that is my debt to the German genius
through the German language. I would no more part with it than
I would part with my memories of the past, my hopes of the
future or any other integral portion of my soul". *
It is probable that Mr, Thomas would feel the same about
the relative values of ability to read and to ^eak French.
Even if a large per cent of our graduates have had the same
feeling about these values in the past, it can hardly be true
today. Modern inventions and means of transportation, and modern
events, especially the world war have brought us more closely
in touch with France in our social, educational, commercial and
political relsftions than ever before, hence opportiinities in
these various fields calling for ability to understand and
speak French are constantly incrsasing. Therefore, there is
certain to be a greater and greater demand for graduates who
have the ability to speak and understand French as well as to
read it.
We know how a knowledge of Italian and Spanish enabled
the Germans to make their peaceful penetration of Italy and the
South American countries. To a democracy like ours, especially,
an intimate knowledge of foreign countries and a mastery of
their language is necessary for the wise conduct of its affaire.
Aside from the mortification experienced in having our
consuls and diplomats unable to speak or understand the spoken
•K- Educ . Review - Dec , 1912
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language of the country to which they are sent, it is probable
that the best interests of our country have often suffered
through this inability which leaves our representative at the
mercy of interpreters. There is no doubt, also, that it would
be to their advantage if the officers of our army and navy
could converse with army and naval officers of other lands and
thereby keep themselves posted on discoveries and other activities
in their special lines. *
In 1914, in one of his reports. President Nicholas Murray
Butler of Columbia University, K. Y. said: "The man who cannot
speak and write French - - - - does not know French, - - - and
it is sheer folly to suppose that this lack of ability to use
a great educational instrument and a vitally important tool in
business and social intercourse is compensated for by a more or
less superficial knowledge of the classical literature of the
French people". This speech was considered, in 1914, almost
revolutionary although it was meant to be helpful, and its
suggestion as to classroom use of French has now become the
rule in cur better schools. It was then most astonishing that
a man of President Butler's education and experience should seem
to expect such a product from the processes used in American
schools and colleges under the conditions then prevailing, *«•
All this discussion has resulted in great activity in
modem foreign language circles throughout the country, as a
result of Dr. Maxwell's protest # in his report, a scheme has
* R. Phelps - School and Society - Apr. 24, 1920
•u-K- G. C. Clarke - Fr. Review - Mar. 19 28, p.
7
.# See page 16
r(
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been inaugurated by the State Department, N. Y. to remedy
the defect by giving credit, in college entrance examinations,
for ability to speak the foreign language.
Teachers of modem languages have organized themselves
into new associations, local, state and federal, for the purpose
of studying their particular problems, and new and old asso-
ciations have set able committees to work to make special
studies of the questions involved and to report thereon at
their annual conventions. An event outstanding in importance,
was the founding, in 1916, of the Modern Language Journal,
made possible by the co-operation of modern language asso-
ciations throughout the country, who joined forces and fomed
the National Federation of Modern Language Teachers,* It is
composed chiefly of high school and college teachers and is
devoted to problems of teaching. Other v/idely-knov/n modern
language associations that are active in this foreward move-
ment in foreign language teaching are, the Modem Language
Association of America, founded in 1883, composed chiefly of
college and university professors and devoted to research
in literature and philology, and which promulgated the first
official and authoritative report on the state of modern
language teaching in America; the New England Modem Language
Association, founded in 1903; the American Association of
teachers of French, with its official journal "French Review";
the American Association of Teachers of Spanish with its
journal "Hispania", founded in 1917; and the American
* C. H. Handschin - Methods of Teaching Modern Languages - page 1
G( (
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Association of Teachers of German.* The aims of one of the more
recently organized, the American Association of Teachers of
French, as set forth in a greeting to members from their officers,
may be said to be fairly representative of the aims of these
associations: "It is their hope that ere long, in a year or
two at most that this society may have flourishing chapters in
every state in the Union, bound together in a well-knit or-
ganization actively and effectively devoted to the maintenance
of the highest standards of culture among the teachers, to
the study and application of the best methods of instruction,
the pursuit of the best conditions for teaching, and the
creation of the spirit of solidarity and mutual helpfulness
without which these aims cannot be realized. --------
The new organization, then, has for its chief purpose, to aid
each one and all of us in this effort for thoroughness and
excellence".
The Modern Language Association of America, at the
Columbus meeting held Mar. 29-31, 1920, pronounced strongly
in favor of Americans studying foreign languages. It was
resolved that because of our closer relations with foreign
countries, and in view of the fact that many more Americans
than hitherto will go to foreign countries in diplomatic
service, commercial enterprises or other missions, and that
many more foreigners than hitherto will come here on similar
errands, and that international correspondence will assume
increased proportions, it is urgently desirable that a much
C. H. Handschin - U. S. Bureau of Education - 1913 - 3
•j«-x- Chas. A. Downer - Pr. Review - Nov. 1927
(i
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larger number of Americans than hitherto be trained to under-
stand and use the languages of these foreign countries; that
many more Americans should be trained to understand the
psychology, the problems and the achievement of the main
foreign peoples and that the study of modem foreign languages
should be begun earlier and continued longer, wherever
possible, at least three years in high school and three years
In college. *
The National Federation of Modem Language Teachers, in
1920, put forth the follov/ing recommendations and guiding
principles v/lth regard to the teaching of modem foreign
languages in secondary schools:
"More stress should be laid on the practical value of
modern languages including the discipline which comes from
good habits of study; a knov/ledge of the life and thought of
foreign nations is more desirable than ever; speaking ability
is more necessary than before the war, therefore the modem
language course in the secondary schools must be lenghthened
and be made more effective; such thorough courses are requisite
to provide competent modern language teachers; travel and study
abroad are essential; as a rule language Instruction should be
given by teachers who have received their education in America."
The Modern Foreign Language Study, after three years of
research and investigation of modern language problems, has
published interesting data concerning its needs and its
» U. S. Bureau of Education - Teacher's leaflet No. 14, Aug. 1920
U. S. Bureau of Education - Teacher's Leaflet No. 14, Aug. 1920
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achievement. It has initiated investigations all along the line
and opened up the field for study. The Study has sponsored
or developed two batteries of tests for French. Cheydleur of
Wisconsin has prepared and standardized a French Grammar Test,
VanWagenen has built a German Reading Scale and three or four
tests of Aural Comprehension are in process of standardization.
The five major uses to which such tests may be put - comparison
of achievement in different schools and classes, more accurate
classification and placement, experimentation on the effect
of varying methods and conditions, diagnosis and prognosis,
and the definition of objectives in specific terms - will all
be recognized as fundamentally important.*
The most important results from the administration of *
these tests are (1) Wide overlapping of abilities from semester
to semester; (2) a wide difference in achievement in different
schools and classes; (3) the difference in achievement between
schools and colleges; (4) the teacher's marks are based not
on the ability to read or write the language but on the
knowledge of grammar.
"Much criticism of modern language instiniction is due to
the length of course and the imperfect establishment of
language habits, but it is due in larger measure perhaps to
failure to keep these habits alive by use". Time, here, is
the important element.
« Victor A. C. Henmon, "Modern Language Study and its
Problems." Bulletin of New Eng. Mod. Lang. Association,
Dec. 1927
^ Victor A. G. Henmon, "Modern For. Lang. Stucfy", Bulletin
of New Eng. Mod. Lang. Association, 1927
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The Committee on Investigation of the Modem Foreign
Language Study gives but little attention to Indirect objectives
of foreign language Instruction, but defines clearly the direct
objectives; to teach our students to read the language with
understanding, to understand It when spoken; to express thoiights
In the foreign language In speech and writing.
It also states that very much that is said about methods
in modem language teaching in this country, is said with
European conditions in mind, with supreme neglect of the fact
that the American schools have only a small percentage of
well trained teachers, a student material that is poorly selected
or not selected at all, often overcrowded classes, promotion
regardless of standards, and a time allowance for mastering the
foreign language which for 85 to 90 per cent of the secondary
school pupils and for 55 to 85 per cent of the college students
in foreign language courses would be regarded by the French or
German teacher as grotesquely inadequate for any real accom-
plishment. It cannot be too strongly emphasized that no ad-
aptation of the standards and methods of the French or German
classroom to the modern language courses in this country can
be successful unless we keep clearly in mind the limitations
which the American schools impose in the four directions
enumerated: the training of teachers, the selection of student
material, class organization, which Includes standards of
achievement and promotion, and the allowance in time". *
* Robert H. Fife, The Crisis in Mod, Language Teaching,
Bulletin of New Eng. Mod. Lang. Association, Dec. 1928
G
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The amount of time given to a French course cannot be
properly measured by the number of years spent upon it in
classroom study. The adolescent pupils whom the high school
teacher is called upon to instruct and inspire, have lost the
young child's spontaneous capacity for acquiring speech which
enables him to learn his native tongue, together with one or
two foreign tongues without effort or fatigue. Besides this
innate capacity the young child has the advantage of spending
all his waking hours, year after year, in the atmosphere of
the language or languages he is learning, whereas the average
student of French in the American high school, spends in the
atmosphere of the French language, less than fifteen hours per
week, including time spent in preparation for his class periods,
during a school year of about forty weeks. This gives him
about 600 hours in the course of a year of 365 days, - or
2400 hours in a course of four years. Supposing that a student
in France would be under the influence of the French language
fifteen hours a day, then the time the student in the American
school is under the influence of the French language, would
be equivalent to 160 days in France*
"If a student feels that three or four years of French
in an American classroom, on leaving which he must at once
resume the use of his native tongue, take up other studies
requiring his attention, and probably try also to make a
name for himself in extra-curricula pursuits, - ought to be
enough to give him real control of French, both written and
spoken, that student is asking more than he would ask of 160
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days in France. He would not expect a year in Prance, 365 days
of fifteen hours each, of contact with French, to produce the
result which he blames some method or some teacher for not
having produced. It is marvelous that once in a while, under
these circumstances, success is attained and a pupil of parts
learns to read, write, and speak French acceptably, usually
because he has supplemented the labors of his instructor by
intelligent and hard study and by extra- school contacts with
French people, at plays, lectures, conversation clubs and the
like. The teacher can never do all that is needful; and it is
time that we were realizing, what Europeans have long known,
that to get a firm mastery of a foreign language, one must go
and reside for some length of time in a country where that
language is spoken by the population. The present prodecure
in teaching French in our better educational institutions
can be depended upon to give the average student a considerable
degree of fluency and so render him fit for residence in France
with a foundation for further study and advancement. For
others who aim merely to travel, it provides a certain ability
to get along and to enjoy many features of life in France to
which they would otherwise be oblivious. And on all, it
confers the power of reading French, something which the old
methods in which reading was the chief expedient did not really
accomplish." *
* G. C. Clarke, Fr, Review, Mar. 1928
C
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Finally, we may say, the discussion has led to a closer
study of the pupil, his needs at the particular stage in his
development when he is brought in contact with the study of
French, his power of assimilation of the material we present
to him and a consideration of the best methods according to
the most recent thought in child psychology for presenting
our material to him for assimilation.
A course beginning in the Junior High School and contin-
uing in the Senior High School should include in its objectives:
(a) Power to understand French when spoken by a French person.
(b) Power to speak French correctly and with standard pro-
nunciation and intonation so as to be readily understood by
a French person, (c) Power to read French readily and under-
standingly. (d) Power to write French with accuracy in ex-
pressing thought.
We read in the Report of the British Committee that
"The main object of language teaching is to prepare pupils
to learn languages by themselves". With the language equip-
ment suggested above, it is probable that pupils would be,
not only able, but eager, in view of the opportunities
existing today, to go on with the study by themselves.
A large per cent of the pupils in our French classes,
will, no doubt, use their knowledge of French in after life,
only for reading, either as a pastime or in some other
occupation. As one of the great aims of education in general,
is to train our students to use their leisure hours worthily,
our work in the French classes should aim to give to such as
(
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these the power to read and enjoy French literature. Others
may be planning to go into occupations where an understanding
of written French will be essential. Still others may be
looking forward to higher branches of learning, to modern
language teaching, to commercial life or to the diplomatic
service. Our course should aim to provide for these an efficient
tool with which to gain information or carry on their chosen
work. Whatever may be their future use of the language, we
should aim to give all of them, through an oral command of
French, the fourfold power, - to understand spoken and written
French, to speak French, to read French and to write French,
for it has been demonstrated that "learning to speak a language
is always by far the shortest road to learning to read it and
to write it." -K-Consequently, the time spent in learning to
speak French can be more than made up by the rapidity with
which students progress in reading through learning to speak
it. Our course should endeavor also to give the power, through
the study of French grammar, to better grasp the grammatical
construction of the English language, and a higher appreciation
of English literature through understanding French references,
abbreviations and phrases. Our course should be so given as to
acquaint our pupils with the French people, their life, ideas
and ideals, their history and civilization, and what it has
meant to the world, and, by comparison, to help them better
to interpret our own civilization. In the words of the great
Descartes: II est bon de savoir quelque chose des moeurs de
«• E. C. Kitson - Theory and Practise of Language Teaching
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divers peuples, afin de juger des notres plus sainement, et
que nous ne pensions pas que tout ce qui est contre nos modes
soit ridicule et contre raison, ainsi qu*ont coutume de faire
ceux qui n»ont rien v\x*^ And finally, our course should aim,
through its cumulative processes, to develop the habit of
hard and sustained application, systematic work, accuracy,
and scholarly activity.
As early as 1838 there is evidence of a feeling of the
need of a change in the method of teaching French. In that year,
M. Meline, a speaker before an important educational meeting
in Cincinnati, Ohio, gave an address on the study of modem
languages in which he asserted that to speak them, "is now
about to become essential."
Until recent years, the old time -honored grammar-
translation method used in the Latin and Greek departments,
with its volume of paradigms, rules, and exceptions to be
learned by heart, dominated practically all of the teaching
of French and other modern languages in the United States.
This almost exclusively philological method, with its undue
stress on the fine points of grammar and its almost total
lack of practical achievement, has widely fallen into dis-
credit though it still survives to some extent in modified
forra. In this method the French language was not spoken and
the amount of French literature was of necessity small. The
work in composition was calculated to further familiarize the
students with inflections and rules. It made little or no
attempt to broaden the mind through contact with the life
* Descartes Di scours de la Methode
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Ideas, manners and customs of the French people, nor did it
do much to cultivate the aesthetic sense through appreciative
study of literary masterpieces. Moreover, this method, being
too abstract, does not hold the interest of students of high
school age. It does however, train the memory. The study of
grammatical rules and their application, form one of the best
exercises in close reasoning.
In the Reading Method, texts are studied from the start.
It is practically the old Grammar-translation Method with the
emphasis on translation and a superficial use of grammar.
Pronunciation receives slight attention. Abundant work in
translation is given, leading ultimatly to ability to read
the French language without the interposition of English.
Grammar and composition are regarded merely as helps in reading.
Grammar is sometimes learned inductively but oftener from a
text-book. There is little or no oral expression, but great
importance is attached to good English in renderings. It is
claimed that the students are soon ready to read v/orks of
literature, but modern investigators contend that this can be
accomplished more quickly by the oral method. The Reading
Method is lacking in vivacity and stimulus to attention. It
interests only the more serious pupils.
The Natural or Conversational Method is a reaction against
the old Grammar-Translation Method. It was introduced into the
United States by L. Sauveur and consists of a series of mon-
ologues in French by the teacher intersperced with exchanges
of question and answer between the teacher and pupil. A great
1
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deal of pantomime accompanies the talk. With the aid of
gesticulating and attentive listening and by dint of much
repetition, the beginner comes to associate certain acts and
objects with certain combinations of sounds and finally reaches
the point of reproducing the foreign words or phrases. The
pupils learn much as a child learns its mother tongue. The
mother tongue is not used. V/hen considerable vocabulary is
acquired the student is allowed to see the French words in
print. The method failed of adoption by the school men on
account of its lack of teaching grammar. It provides but little
discipline for intelligence and fosters vagueness of thought;
it sacrifices the artistic interest of language study to a
practical one. The method proved faulty in its theory that
adolescents and adults learn a foreign language as a child
does his mother tongue. The systematic drill needed for this
the natural method did not provide. Hov/ever, it does awaken
interest and stimulates and holds attention.
Deserving of mention are the (1) Berlitz Conversational
Method v/hich approaches the Natural Method in its instruction
and reaches large numbers of adult-students who wish to learn
to speak and read a little French in a short time; (2) The
Yersin Phono-rythm.ic method especially adapted to the use of
singing. It contains a useful analysis of French sounds.
The Gouin Method, sometimes called the Direct or
Psycholologlcal Method was devised by Francois Gouin, who ^ ob-
serving children in their talk and believing that a more
attractive method could be formulated, invented his "series"
r
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system. It is a direct method in which each conversation or
lesson consists of a series of short idiomatic sentences
closely related in subject, and each of which tells of an
action. Gouin found that in this way language material can
be more easily learned than in any other arrangement.
Gouin set himself to working out a complete language system
which should include the entire vocabulary of the language,
carefully classified. He worked out his scheme very thoroughly,
crossing out each word in his dictionary as he used it, and
continuing until his dictionary was exhausted. To teach the
vocabulary of an adult educated person, Gouin used 3,000 to
4,000 lessons in from 800 to 900 recitation hours. To teach
the vocabulary of a twelve-year old child, 1200 lessons of
from 18 to 30 sentences, each, and taught in 300 recitation
hours, were found sufficient. As far as the vocabulary was
concerned, the method was thorough, and as Gouin, who was a
remarkable teacher, taught the grammar himself, this part
of the v/ork was also well done. The lessons were taught as
follows: The teacher speaks the sentences slowly, laying
emphasis on the verb. The pupil repeats the sentence. Vvhen
the series is completed, it is repeated by several members in
turn and then by the entire class. The next day the lesson is
reproduced orally, each student giving one sentence in turn,
and the greater part of the hour is devoted to teaching the
new lesson. When the pupils can give a series orally and in
writing without verbally memorizing it they have acquired
that much vocabulary. The method does away with the use ct
the mother tongue in the classroom. Grammatical instruction
c'3
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Is begun at the outset on the inductive plan. The reading of
texts is taken up later.
Gouin*s "series" idea of teaching a foreign language is
psychologically and pedagogically correct. It rests on the
principle of mental visualization and association of ideas
with imitation as a prominent factor. This basic principle
has been adopted even in teaching the mother tongue for the
reason that material arranged in a series is easier to remember
than in any other way.
The Gouin Method spread rapidly during the last two
decades of the last century. Its growth was checked by the
advent of the Reform Method which carries on the "series"
Idea. It received its first prominent notice among English
speaking people in editorials in the Review of Reviews in
1892 - 93. The same year, M. Gouin»s book, "L'Art d»Enseigner
et d*;^tudier lea Langues" was published in England, translated
by H. Swan and V. Betis. These gentlemen also founded "The
Central School for Foreign Tongues", in London in 1892, and
later, four branch schools, in which they have trained great
numbers of teachers to teach by the Gouin Method,
France did little to encourage M. Gouin. He v/as an
enthusiastic teacher, but he failed to present his method so
as to interest scientific men. It was only after the
phenominal success in England, that the government of Paris
organized a school for M. Gouin. He had refused a call to
London. He taught in the Paris school till his death in 1896.
In the United States the progress of the series system
cI
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was slow. In 1895 - 97, it was used by Betls himself and in
1898 - 99, it was tried out in one of the Boston public high
schools with no great results. The Betis and Swan method is
an adaptation of the Gouin method. A Miami adaptation worked
out by two professors in Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, was
used with success.
The Report of the Committee of Twelve in 1898, finally
recommended adherence to the Grammar-translation method, so
Betis* compliment to the Gouin Method bore no visible fruit.
The Report of the Committee has a word of praise for the method,
nevertheless. 'Speaking of it as a "system that seems more
deserving of serious attention than the Grammar Method or the
Natural style of teaching ... It trains the memory; it
fascinates the student and holds his attention more closely
than any other mode of teaching now in vogue; it gives the
pupil in a reasonably short time a ready command over a large
well-arranged and well-digested vocabulary; it affords through
some of its conversational groups, an insight into the life
of a foreign country. As for the other side the system seems
as far as we can ascertain the facts, to lay itself open to
the criticisms that it affords but little opportunity for the
exercise of judgment; that it entirely neglects, in the first
years the cultivation of the aesthetic sense and assigns
literary study to a stage which high school pupils will scarcely
ever reach. Moreover, its treatment of pronunciation is
decidedly unsatisfactory; but this defect can probably be
remedied without disturbing the rest of the scheme".
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The Direct or Reform Method, sometimes called the Phonetic
Method was given a new impetus by Wilhelm Vietor who brought to
it insistence on phonetic drill. Much use is made of the series
idea which, as Professor Max Walter, one of the principal
exponents of this method says, forces the pupil "to visualize
for himself, the process of a series, to determine actions
in their causal relation and to clothe them in the garb of
language". Accurate pronunciation is the very foundation of
the system. The advocates of this method were men of sound
scholarship, successful experience and good standing in the
educational world. This method was first tried on a large
scale at John Hopkins University. It is systematically constructed,
and its beginning is strictly scientific. It starts with
training of the ear and vocal organs in words isolated and
as elements of idiomatic phrases.
One of the newest, most complete, most efficient methods
is the Oral Self-Expression Method of Professor L. J. A. Mercier,
of Harvard University. It emphasizes from the start oral work
and self-activity on the part qf the pupils. It is an oral
grammar method so organized and developed as to include, from
the first, practice in self expression. The first book contains
all the grammar topics listed in representative syllabi for the
seventh and eighth grades of the Jimior High school, or the
ninth grade beginners classes of either Junior or Senior High
School, often designated as first unit work. 1/Vlth the succeeding
book it aims to co-ordinate the work of the Junior High School
with that of the Senior High School. It stresses most particu-
larly free self-expression by building power through variation
(1
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of language material learned and through making original
language combinations at the stimulus of the pupil's own idea.*
In the Oral Method, by H. E. Palmer, the pupils are
plunged straight into the spoken language without doing any
preliminary book-work or pen-work. In teaching French, the
teacher talks continually to the pupils in French about the
different objects in the room which they can see and under-
stand. He performs numerous actions, talking the while,
telling what he is doing. The pupils listen attentively,
accustom themselves to hearing the language as spoken and
force themselves to understand the gist of what is said. They
train themselves to retain by auditory memory alone what they
hear. Later they try to imitate, little by little, the word-
groups or sentences of the teacher. They make no systematic
study of grammar, no written notes, perform no conscious
analysis. The situation is as nearly analagous as possible
to that of the child learning his mother tongue
It is maintained that the Oral Method should rarely
stand alone. It is but a means to an end. It should be used
with a more coir.plete program of linguistic study, one which
v/ill contain a due proportion of written work.
The great advantage of the Oral Method is that it gives
proficiency in conversing in the foreign languages, which is
a powerful help in learning to read it and to write it.
All of the modem methods are reactions against the old
Gramjnar-translation Method, and each as it appeared was em-
braced enthusiastically. Each had its advocates and adherents.
No one method, however was found to be completely satisfactory,
< Junior French - L. J. A. Mercier
3(1
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and yet there was good in all of them. They all emphasize
the oral presentation of each lesson and the mastery of the
language liirough the spoken word.
Learning a language is a very complex process which can
use to advantage every possible angle of the "multiple approach".
A form of the oral work which renders the lesson keenly inter-
esting is that of dramatic representations. Monologues, dialogues
and simple conversations have a special charm when "acted out".
The most ordinary incident made into a little one-act play,
doubles and trebles its value by the increased interest it
draws forth, for when we call upon a child's innate love of
"make believe" we tap a reservoir of unsuspected power.
IrVhen, once in a while, the class is allowed to undertake
the preparation of a real "play", composed of several acts
and presented in costume, perhaps for a school assembly, then
every sort of ability is utilized. Emulation, ambition,
sustained interest, the joy of success in an undertaking,
satisfaction in self expression, the pleasure of co-operation
in entertaining, - all combine to vivify and vitalize the
vocabulary.
By thus enlisting the abilities and emotions of her
pupils to their fullest capacity, the modern teacher, whose task it is,
not to follow blindly any one method, but to keep in touch
with the latest educational movements and choose what seems
best to her in all methods, -will succeed in making her work
in teaching the French language truly dynamic.
Note: The appended scenes, worked out with several
classes in the Junior High School, using as a text "Le Premier
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Llvre" de Meras, illustrate the above phase of the teaching
of French.
- On n*apprend pas en s*amusant.
- On n'apprend qu'en s*amusant, repondis-je. L'art
d'enseigner n'est que I'art d'eveiller la curiosite des jeimes
ames pour la satlsfaire ensuite, et la curiosite n'est vive
et saine que dans les esprlts heureux. Les connaissances
qu'on entonne de force dans les intelligences les bouchent
et les etouffent. Pour digerer le savoir, il faut 1» avoir
avale avec appetit.
- Anatole France -
"Le Crime de Sylvestre Bonnard"
There is an old French proverb which says - "Qui veut,
peut" - I should like to reverse it so that it will read -
"Qui peut, veut", - for it is a very well known fact that
what we can do and do with pleasure and facility, we want
to do. Therefore, let us give our children, through play and
other healthful activities, the power to use the French
language while they still have that spontaneous capacity to
learn by imitation and we shall create in them a "felt need"
or desire to go on with the study of this beautiful language
through their Senior High School and College years.
f'J
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LE PETIT REMI
Dramatic Version of Prof. Meras*
Adaptation of Hector Malot^s
Sans Familie
Based on Prof. Meras' Text-book
LE PREMIER LIVRE
(American Book Company)
Arranged and produced
by
Laura A, Ells
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Personnages
sa troupe
Remi, un petit garcon de dix ans
Mere Barberin, sa nourrice
Jerome Barberin, mari de Mere Barberin
Vitalis, comedien, chef de la troupe
Joll-Coeur]
Cap!
Zerbino
Dolci
Madame Ch^nedolle
Mere Michel
Le Pacteur
Un homme qui porte la mauvalse nouvelle
Jacques, le proprletalre
Une troupe d*enfants qui Jouent dans la rue
des volsines

In presenting this play at a school assembly
which is composed of non-Prench as well as French classes,
it is advisable to give brief explanations in English such
as will be foiind inserted before each scene.

In the first scene. Mother Barberln is
working in the garden. She calls Remi to show him
all the different vegetables. She is very happy
because they are growing so v/ell, and sends him to
gather some string beans for their dinner. The post-
man enters, with a letter from her husband who is
working in Paris, To her delight, the letter contains
a ten-franc note
.

The Story of the Play
Rami is a little French boy, ten years old,
who lives with his nurse Mere Barberin, in a little
village in the center of Prance. Jerome Barberin,
the husband of Mere Barberin, found the little boy when
he was a baby, and brought him home to Mere Barberin,
hoping some day to receive a reward from the child's
parents. No one ever oame to claim him, however, and,
as the family is very poor, Jerome, who has no love
for the child, decides to take him to the orphan asylum.
He stops at a cafe on the way and meets Vitalis with
his troop, consisting of a monkey and three trained dogs.
When Vitalis learns that Jerom.e wishes to get rid of the
boy, he offers to hire the child as a member of his troop.

LE PETIT REM
I
Com^dle en Trois Actes
Acte Premier
Le Jardin
Mere Barberin - Rem! I Rem! I Ou es-tu? Pas lei?
Mais, ou est-11 done? II y a une heure je l*al envoy^
chercher la vache. Evldemment, 11 n»est pas encore de
retour. C'est un bon gargon. II est toujours si gentll.
II travallle beaucoup a la malson et dans le jardin, et
11 garde bien la vache. C'est un bon garpon.
(Reml entre, slfflant)
.
Mere Barberin - Ahl voll^l tu es de retour,
Reml. Est-ce que tu as mis la vache dans I'etable?
Reml - Oul, Mere Barberin.
M^re Barberin - Et qu*est-ce que tu as fait
encore? Tu es en retard.
Reml - J*al chasse^un lapln sauvage, Mere Barberin,
mals je ne pouvals pas I'attraper. II a saute loin, loin,
dans les bols. Mals, 11 etalt si joll. Mere Barberin. 11
etalt tout blanc, avec de longues orellles blanches, et une
petite queue blanche, petite comme pa.
Mere Barberin - 11 est beaucoup plus heureux dans les
bols. II alme blen sa llberte . Vlens Icl, Reml, Regarde
ces bonnes tomates, Elles commencent deja a rouglr. Et
regarde aussl la laltue. Blent6t nous en aurons une bonne
salade
.
!I
Reml - Avec un peu de sucre dessus? Oh, q:.e j»alme
la salade avec un peu de sucre dessus I
Mere Barberln - Helas, nous n'avons pas de sucre, et
je ne puis pas en acheter parce que je n'ai pas d* argent.
Nous sommes tres pauvres, Remi
.
Reml - Soiranes-nous trds pauvres, M^re Barberln?
Mere Barberln - Oul, tres pauvres. Mais, nous avons
un bon jardln avec de bons legumes, Regarde ces choux et
ees carottes, et ces olgnons, et ces radis. Et la-bas nous
avons beaucoup de pommes de terre . Les petits pols sont
passes, mals nous avons encore des haricots verts. Cuellle
quelques haricots verts pour notre d£ner, Remi.
Remi - Oui, Mere Barberln (II prend son pamler et va
cuelllir des haricots verts)
.
(Le facteur entre. II donne une lettre a Mere Barberln)
LeFacteur - Void une lettre pour vous. Mere Barberln.
Mere Barberln - Une lettre de Jerome I (Elle decachette
la lettre - Un billet de dix francs tombe par terre.) Ohl
de 1* argent I dlx francs I (Elle lit la lettre a haute volx)
•
Paris, le 15 aout, 1928.
Ma Chere femme.
Me void encore a Paris. Je me porte bien, mals je
ne gagne pas beaucoup d» argent. Cependant, j'al reserve
pour toi, un billet de dlx francs. Je l»envole dans cette
lettre. J'espere que tu te portes bien et que tout va bien
a la malson.
A bientot de tes nouvelles.
Ton marl,
Jerome
.
fI
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C*est bien, gal Remil Remit un billet de dlx francs I
Jerome me I'a envoye dans cette lettrel J»irai au village
demain pour acheter du sucre et tu auras une bonne salade
avec un peu de sucre dessus,
Remi - Oh merci. Mere Barberin. Que tu es bonne pour
moi I
Mere Barberin - Tu es toujours si gentil, Remi,
Maintenant, je vais preparer notre repas. Vas chercher
des fagots pour faire un bon feu.
Remi - Oui, Mere Barberin. (II sort).
4
The second scene is in the kitchen of Mother
Barberin's house, Reml has been sent out to get some
firewood. Meanwhile a man arrives bringing the bad
news that Jerome has been badly hurt and is now in a
hospital in Paris. Remi tries to comfort Mother
Barberin by telling her that he is strong and can
earn some money for her by selling vegetables.
r
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SCENE II
(Dans la maison de Mere Barberin. Un homme arrive. II
frappe a la porte . Mere Barberin ouvre.)«
L * Homme - Pardon, madame, vous etes mere Barberin,
n*est-ce pas?
Mere Barberin - Oui, Monsieur, je suis Mere Barberin.
L' Homme - Je suis un ami de Jerome, Madame, et je
vous porte une mauvaise nouvelle . Jerome a ete serieusement
blesse dans un accident. II a ete transporte a l*hopltal
par ses sunis.
Mere Barberin - Mon pauvre maril Que faire*. Que
faire I
L 'Homme - II a grand besoin d» argent, Madame.
Envoyez-lui-en aussi vite que possible, car 11 en a grand
besoin.
Mere Barberin - Je vous remercie. Monsieur. Au
revoir. Monsieur.
L 'Homme - au revoir, Madame.
(Mere Barberin pleure. Remi entre avec les fagots.).
cr
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Reml - Void les fagots. Mere Barberin. Oh, tu
pleuresl Qu»as-tu, Mere Barberin? Pourquoi pleures-tu?
Mere Barberin - Je suis tres malheureuse . J'ai
re^u une mauvaise nouvelle . II y a \m moment, un homme est
arrive de Paris. II m»a dlt que Jerotae a ete serieusement
blesse dans un accident. II a ete transporte a I'hopital
par ses amis.
Remi - Ne pleure pas. Mere Barberin
I
Mere Barberin - II a grand besoin d»argent, et je n'en
ai pas, excepte ces dix francs qu*il m'a envoyes. Je serai
obligee de vendre la vache. Alors, les legumes du jardin
sont la seule ressource qui nous reste. C'est la miserel
Remi - Ne pleure pas. Mere Barberin*. Je suis fort,
Je puis travailler. Je puis vendre des legumes dans les
rues du village pour gagner de 1* argent.
M^ re Barberin - (plus courageusement ) Et moi, je
vais chercher un peu d«ouvrage dans la maison d*un voisin.
c(
In Scene III Remi is selling vegetables from
door to door.
A group of girls comes skipping along the street
with baskets of flo?/ers. They form a ring and play a
Prench game, singing an old French song, "Nous n» irons
plus au bois."
c
SCENE III
(Une rue dans le village de Chavanon. Plusieurs
jexmnes filles entrent en dansant, portant des paniers de
fleurs . Elles se forment en rond et jouent un petit jeu
fran^ais, en chantant une petite chanson francaise, "Nous
n' irons plus au bois."
Remi entre dans la sc6ne, charge d*un gros panier de
legumes. II frappe a la porte de madame Chenedolle. Elle
ouvre
.
)
Remi - Bon jour, madame.
Mme . Chenedolle . - Bon jour, Remi.
Remi - Voulez-vous des legumes aujourd'hui? J*en ai
de tres bons. J»ai des pommes de terre, des tomates, des
radis, des carottes, de la laitue, des navets, des oignons
et des haricots verts.
Mme . Chenedolle - Oh, vous avez de bons legumes
aujourd*hui. Je veux des pommes de terre. Donnez-m*en
quatre livre^j. Quelles bonnes tomat"^esl Je prends deux
livres de ces belles tomates. Aussi, une livre de ces
oignons, et deux livres des ces haricots verts. Combien
coiite cela?
Remi - Quatre livres de pommes de terre, dix sous;
c
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deixx livres de tomates, dix sous; une livre d*olgnons, trois
sous; fait un franc cinquante, madame
.
Mme. Chenedolle - Void deux francs, Remi
.
Reml - Je vous rends dix sous. Merci, Madame.
Madair.e Chenedolle - II n'y a pas de quoi, Kemi
.
Reml - Ai revolr, Madame.
Madame Chenedolle - Au revolr, Reml
.
(Reird frappe a la porte de Mere Michel. Elle ouvre) .
Remi - Bon jour. Mere Michel.
Mere Michel - Bon jour, Reml.
Reml - Voulez-vous des legumes aujourd»hui, M^re Michel?
Mere Michel - Oui, Reml, je veux de la laltue et quel-
ques bonnes tomates pour faire une bonne salade. Je veux aussi,
des pommes de terre. En avez-vous, Remi?
Remi - Oui, Mere Michel, j*en ai de tres bonnes.
Regardez cette bonne laltue.
M^re Michel - Voila tout a fait mon affaire I Donne z-
la- moi, et aussi, trois livres de ces belles tomates.
Rem.i - J 'en ai justement trois livres. Les voici. Mere
Michel.
Mere Michel - Donnez-moi aussi deux livres de carottes
et quelques radis. Combien coute cela, Remi?
Reml - 9^ coute deux francs. Mere Michel.
Me re Michel - Voici les deux francs, mon enfant.
Remi - Merci, Mdre Michel. Au revolr, Madame.
Mere Michel - Au revolr, Reml.
frxl'
Scene IV is in the kitchen of Mother Barberin*s
house several weeks later. Reml enters. His basket
is empty and his pockets full of money. Vihlle he is
eating his dinner, Jerome arrives unexpectedly. He
is angry at finding the child still in his home, and
decides to take him to the orphan asylum next morning.
r
SCENE IV
(Dans la maison de M^re Barberin. Elle prepare le
repas. Rem! rentre.).
Rem! - ( Joyeusement) - Mere Barberin I J'ai vendu
tous mes leg\iines aujourd^hui, et j'ai les poches pleines
d» argent I Ecoute, Mere Barberinl (II secoue ses poches
pour faire resonner les pieces d'argent.). Regarde ces
belles pieces blanchesl (II en sort de ses poches) . Et
ces billetsl
Mere Barberin - Ah, c*est tres bien, mon enfant,
Maintenant nous avons une bonne somme d' argent pour envoyer
a J^rtSme . Je vais la mettre dans cette boite dans I'armoire.
Tu as faim, n»est-ce pas?
Remi - Oui, mere Barberin, j'ai grand' faim.
Mere Barberin - Bien, j'ai prepare' un bon diner.
Lave-toi les mains et mets-toi a table. Voici un essuie-
main bien propre. (II prend I'essuie-main et part en sifflanb
.
Elle met le couvert,).
Me re Barberin - Pauvre J^rSme - J'espere qu'il se
porte mieux maintenant. It doit revenir bientot. Je vais
lui envoyer de 1» argent domain.
Remi (rentrant) . Me voici tout pr^t. Mere Barberin.
fI
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Mere Barberln - BienI a table. (lis s'asseyent).
(On frappe a la porte avec un gros baton.)
Mere Barberln - Qiil est la? (Jerome entre sans
repondre.) Oh Jerome, c*est toil
Jerome - Oui, c'est moil (II volt Remi.). Ce gar§on
encore ici? La place de cet enfant n*est pas lei. Ses parent
ne le reclament pas, Sa place est a l*hospice. Nous sommes
pauvres. I^ous demeurons dans une pauvre maison. II y a
place pour deux et non pour trois. (Mere Barberln pleure et
1» enfant tre.nble dans un coin) ,
Mere Barberln - Mais, Jerome, 11 est toujours si gentll
II travaille beaucoupl Qu»il reste ici I Mets-tol a table.
Tu as faim j*en suis sur.
(Elle passe, derrlere Jerome, une assiette de soupe a
Remi qui s»en va avec).
Tu as ete blesse, n*e st-ce pas, Jerome?
Jerome - Oui, mon ami, j*ai ete blesse dans un accident
Mere Barberln - Et tu te portes bien a present?
Jerome - Parlons de cet enfant. Ses parents ne le
reclament pas. Je ne veux pas le garder plus longtemps.
Je vais I'emmener a 1 'hospice demain.
M^re Barberln - Oh, mon pauvre Remi
I

In the Second Act, Scene I is in the cafe.
Vi talis is sitting at one of the tables with his
troop around him. He overhears Jerome tell the
proprietaire that he is taking Remi to the orphan
asylum, and offers to engage him as a member of
his troop.
r
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ACTE II
Scene I
(Au cafe - Un vielllard eat as sis a une table,
Trois chiens et un singe sont tout pres de lui.)»
Le Proprletaire - Bon jour, Jerome I Entrezl
Je suis heureux de vous revoir. II est longtemps que
je ne vous ai pas vu. Asseyez-vous icl et buvez un verre
de vin.
J4 r5nie - Merci, Jacqmes
.
Le Proprie taire - Vous avez ete malade, n*est-ce
pas? On m»a dit que vous avez ete a I'hopital.
Jerome - Oui, j*ai ete tres malade. J'ai ete blesse
dans un accident. Mais je me porte bien maintenant
.
Cependant, je ne suis pas tres fort.
Le Proprietai re . Et vous vous promenez avec le
petit, n»est-ce pas, ce beau matin?
Jer6me - Je le m^ne a 1 'hospice. Ses parents ne
le reclament pas. Je ne veux plus le garder dans ma maison,
Je le mene a l*hospice.
Le Vieillard - Ah, vous ne voulez pas garder cet
enfant dans votre maison? Vous ne voulez pas qu*il mange
plus longtemps votre pain? Donne z-le -mo i, et je vous paye
vingt francs par an.
fi
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Jerome - Vous voulez que je vous donne ce joll gar^on
pour vingt francs par an?
Le Vie iHard - Oui, pour vlngt francs. Je n*achete
pas cet enfant. Je le loue
.
Je rome - Vingt francs'.
Le Vieillard . C'est un bon prix et je paye d'avance.
Vous touchez qiatre belles pieces de cent sous et vous etes
debarrasse'' de I'enfant.
Je rome - Donne z-mol quarante francs.
LeVieillard - Non, pas quarante. Je vous donne
trente francs. Si vous acceptez, le garjon prend place
immediatement dans la troupe du Signer Vi talis.
Jerome Et ou est-elle, votre troupe?
Le Vieillard - Moi, je suis le Signer Vitalis. Je
vais vous montrer la troupe. Elle est ici. (II presente
Joli-Coeur) . Je vous presente le premier sujet de ma troupe.
II n'est pas beau, mais il est intelligent.
Jerdme - Un singe I
Le Vieillard - Oui, un singe. Son nom est Joli-Coeur.
(Au singe) Joli Goeur mon ami, saluez la societe.
(Joli-Coeur porte sa main fermee a ses levres et envoie
un baiser a la societe.)
Le Vieillard - Maintenant, je presente a la societe",
le signer Capi, ce beau caniche blanc. Capi, Capitano en
italien, est le chef des chlens.
i
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(a Capi)
Capi, saluez la societe^.
(Gap! croise ses deux pattes de devant sur sa poitrine
et salue tres bas) . Signer Capi, presentez vo s amis aux
personnes ici presentes.
(Capi se tourne vers ses camarades et les deux autres
chiens approchent et saluent la societe)
.
Le chien noir est le Signer Zerbino, le galant de la
troupe. L' autre, cette douce personne a I'air modeste, est
la Slgnora Dolce. Je voyage dans tous les pays du monde avec
ces bons amis et je gagne ma vie plus ou moins bien.
(A Capi) . Capi
I
(Capi croise les pattes). Capi, approchezl Quelle
heure est-il? (Capi decroise les pattes, ecarte la peau de
mouton de son maitre, fouille dans la poche du gilet, tire
sa grosse montre, regarde le cadran, et jappe deux fois tres
distinctement, puis trois fois tres faiblement)
.
Messieurs, il est deux heures trois quarts. Maintenant,
Capi, avez-vous una corde?
(Capi tire une corde de la. poche de son maitre) • Signer
Capi, invitez la Signora Dolce a danser un peu a la corde.
(Capi donne un bout de la corde a Zerbino, et la corde tourne.
La si gnora Dolce saute legerement dans le cercle . Elle saute
gracieusement , elle saute toujours, ses beaxix yeux tendres
fix^s sur les yeux de son maltre) .
N« admire z-vous pas 1 'intelligence de mes eleves?
Seulement, 1 'intelligence des b^tes est appreciee a toute sa

valeur par la comparaison. Devinez-vous maintenant pourquoi
je desire engager le petit Remi dans ma troupe? 3»il joue le
rBle d*une personne stupide, I'esprit de mes eleves est tout
de suite mieux apprecie . Pour jouer le rSle d*une personne
stupide, il faut %tre intelligent, et Rernl §. l*air Intelligent.
Au lieu de travailler dans une ferme, il voyagera avec moi dans
ce beau pays de France et dans dix autre s pays, (Joli-Coeur,
pendant cette conversation, monte sur la table, prend le verre
de vin de son mattre et le vide tranquillement . Capi jappe
fortement pour attirer 1' attention du maitre sur cette fri-
ponnerie du singe. Au singe -) - Mechant petit singe I Allez
dans ce coin et restez-y, le nez tourne centre la muraille. -
(A Capi) Capi, vous etes un bon chien. Donnez-moi la patte.
(A Barberin) Maintenant, M, Barberin, continuons notre
entretien.
Jerome - Bienl Alors, c'est entendu, J'accepte les
trente francs, et Remi prend place demain dans votre troupe.
Le Vieillard - Bien, M. Barberin, j'irai chez vous
demain, retrouver 1» enfant.
Jerdme - Aliens, Remi, en route pour la maison.
Le Vieillard - A demain, monsieur Barberin.
Jer'dme - A demain, monsieur Vitalis.
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SCENE II
In the next scene, Vi talis comes with his troop
to Jerome's house to take the boy away with him. In
Scene III Remi goes away reluctantly for he is sorry
to leave Mother Barberin.
Vitalis tells Remi that he will teach him to
read and write and to play the violin, and also to
give plays with his troop in the public squares.
Remi finally goes with Vitalis more willingly,
consoled by the thought that he will be able to earn
money for Mother Barberin.
II
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SCENS II
(Le lendemain - Chez Jerome.
Mere Barberin est absente.
Vitalis arrive avec sa troupe. II frappe,
Jerome ouvre.)
Je rome - Ah, bon jour, M. Vitalis. Vous etes venu
retrouver Remi . Entrezl
Vitalis - Bon jour, monsieur.
Rem! - (eclatant en sajiglots) . Oh, Monsieur, ne
m'emmenez pas I
Vitalis - Mon garjon, je suis bon pour les petits
enfants et mes Aleves sont tr^s amusants. Que regrettes-tu?
Remi - Mdre Barberin.
Jerome - Mere Barberin n*est pas ta m^re . II faut
aller avec ce bon monsieur ou a 1 'hospice. Choisisl
(Vitalis 6tale sur la table, huit belles pieces de
cinq francs.)
Vitalis - Allons, en route. En avant, marchel
(Remi sort avec Vitalis et la troupe.)
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SGENE III
En route
Vltalis - Nous prenons cette route qui monte la
montagne
.
Reml - (qui regarde derrl^re lui.) Oui, c*est M^re
Barberin la-bas, qui entre dans le jardin, Ce jardin est le
jardin de Mere Barberin. Ges maisons so nt les maisons du
village. Ges arbres sent sur la route qui m^ne au village
ou j*ai vendu les legumes.
Vital is - Allons, Remi! en avant, marohel
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ACT III. SCENES I, II 5c III.
Vitalis trains Remi In his new duties.
Remi is now an importaint member of the troop and helps
Vitalis to earn his living by giving performances in the public
squares of the large cities of France, The trained dogs amuse
the public by performing tricks. One day they get into trouble
with the policeman who orders Vitalis to muzzle his dogs.
Remi takes part in a one-act play which Vitalis has made
up for him and Joli Coeur. In this play, Remi is the monkey's
servant, and in order to show by contrast, the intelligence of
the monkey, it is Remi's part to appear as stupid as possible.
The audience is very much pleased with the performance and
pays the little troop generously. Thus we leave Remi con-
tented in his new life with a kind master and his entertaining
troop
.

ACTE III
Scene I
(La Chambre de Vltalis a l*auberge k Ussel. Vitalis,
Remi - La Troupe.)
Vltalis - Maintenant, nous allons preparer notre
comedie pour demain. La pi^ce que nous allons representor,
a pour titre: Le Domestique de M. Joli-Goeur, ou, Le plus
b%te des deux n'est pas celul qu»on pense. Voici le sujet:
Monsieur Joli-Coeur a eu jusqu a ce jour, un domestique;
c*est Capi. Mais Capi est vieux maintenant et M. Joli-
Coeur desire un nouveau domestique. Capi trouve son
successeur. Ge n'est pas un chien, c'est un jeune garcon,
un pays an, nonane Remi.
Remi - Comme moi?
Vitalis - Non, pas comme toi, mais tol-meme . Tu
arrives de ton village pour entrer au service de Joli-Coeur.
Remi - Les singes n'ont pas de domestiquesl
Vltalis - Dans les comedies les singes ont des
domestiques. Tu arrives done, et M. Joli-Coeur trouve que
tu as I'air d'un imbecile.
Remi - Ce n'est pas amusant
.
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Vi tails - Oh, c*est amusant pour le public. Je continue.
Tu arrives chez Joli-Coeur pour ^tre domestique. Ton maltre
te dit de mettre la table. Void une table, et voici des
assiettes, un verre, un couteau, une fourchette et du linge
blanc. Avance et dispose le couvert. (Remi reste, les bras
tendus, pench^ en avant, la bouche ouverte, ne sachant par ou
commencer) . Bravo, bravo, c'est parfait. Ton jeu de
physionomie est excellent! Tu joues le rCle d*un jeune paysan
qui n'a rien vu et qui ne salt rien. Tu arrives chez un ^ nge
et tu es plus ignorant que ce singe, plus b§te que Joli-Coeur,
voila ton r6le.
Remi - Ah, maintenant je comprends mon r^le . Je ne
suis pas stuplde, mais je dois avoir l*air stupide. Je suls
intelligent, mais je dois avoir l«air d»un imbecile. Je joue
le rdle d*\in paysan ignorant qui n»a rien vu et qui ne salt
rien. Voila mon role, n'est-ce pas?
Vitalis - Parfaitement . Tu as de 1 intelligence, et
surtout de 1' attention et de la docilite. Avec de Inattention
et de la docilite, on arrive a tout. Joli-Coeur a de
1 'intelligence, mais 11 n»a pas de docilite, II apprend
facilement mais il oublie vite . Sois done attentif, mon
gargon. Sois docile.
— «
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SCEKE II
La Premiere Representation
La Place Publique
(Vi talis entre, jouant sur un fifre en metal, suivi de sa
troupe. lis marchent a travers la sc^ne deux fois pour
attirer Inattention du public. Alors Vitalis donne des
commandements a la troupe.)
Vitalis - Attention*. (Les sujets de la troupe, se
tiennent en rang, en face du public.)
Saluez la societe. (lis croisent les pattes
et saluent.)
En avant, marchel
La Troupe, haltel
En arriere, marchel
La Troupe, haltel
Saluez la societe.
(A Capi) Gapi, allez chercher le baton*.
(Capi apporte le bSton, balance sur le museau.)
Bienl Gapi que pouvez-vous faire de ce baton?
(Capi fait les tours-ll balance le bfiton sur le nez, sur une
patte, 1' autre patte, etc.)
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Bienl Passez le baton a Dolce. (A Dolce) Dolce, que
pouvez-vous faire de ce baton? (Dolce execute de semblables
tours
,
)
Bienl Passez le baton a Zerbino, (A Zerblno) Zerbino,
que pouvez-vous faire? (Zerbino fait des tours). Maintenant,
Gapi, prenez \m bout du baton. Zerbino, prenez I'autre bout.
Et vous, Dolce, saute z I (Elle saute.) Bravo I Encore \me
fois, sautez l (Elle saute) . Bienl Maintenant, Dolce,
prenez un bout du baton, et Zerbino - Sautez t (II saute)
.
(A Zerbino) Zerbino, prenez un bout du batonl (A Gapi)
Gapi, men ami, sautez t (A Zerbino et Dolce) , Levez le
batonl (A Gapi) Encore une fois, sautez I (II saute tres
haut) . Bravol (a Zerbino et Dolce) Baissez le batonl
Donne z -le -moi . (lis donnent le baton a Vitalis, (A Gapi)
Avez-vous une balle? (Gapi fouille dans la poche de Vitalis
et trouve une balle.) (a Gapi) Gapi, Mettez-vous la.
(Vitalis indique la place) . (A Zerbino) Zerbino, mettez-
vous la. (A Dolce) Dolce, mettez-vous la. (Au singe)
Joli-Goeur, mettez-vous la. (a la troupe) Jouez a la
balle
.
(lis font rouler la balle) (a la troupe)
Attentionl (lis forment un rang, en face du public)
.
Restez-la. Je vais cacher des cacaouettes. (II passe
derriere la troupe et cacrie des cacaouettes) . Attentionl
Gherchez des cacaouettes I (lis en cherchent et les apportent
a Vitalis) Bravol Vous avez bien fait, mes amis. (II leur
donne des cacaouettes a manger)
.
I
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Le Toiir de Rem! et de Joli-Coeur
Vitalls - Mesdames et Messieurs; Nous aliens continuer
le spectacle par une charmante comedie intitul^e; Le Domestique
de M. Joli-Coeur, ou, Le plus bete des deux n*est pas celui
qu*on pense . Jusqu'a ce jour, M, Joli-Coeur a eu pour domes-
tique le seul Capi . II veut maintenant un homme Ouvrez les
yeuxl Ouvrez les oreilles, et preparez les mains pour applaudir
Mesdarr.es et Messieurs, je vous presente M, Joli-Coeur, general
anglais. (Joli-Cceur salue la societe'. Puis, il marche a
travers la scene. II est impatient. II frappe la terre du
pled. Remi entre, amene par Capi. M. Joli-Coeur fait signe
a Remi de mettre la table.)
Vitali
s
- M. Joli-Coeur dit a son nouveau domestique
de mettre la table. (Remi est stupide. II laisse voir son
embarras. II reste, les bras tendus, penche en avant, la
bouche ouverte, ne sachant que faire)
.
(Alors, Joli-Coeur, impatiente, met lui-meme la table.
Puis, 11 fait signe a Remi de 3*asseoir).
Vitalls - Maintenant, mesdames et messieurs, Joli-
Coeur invite Remi a dejeuner.
(Remi ne salt que faire de la serviette posee
sur son asslette. Apres un moment d'hesitation
11 la roule en forme de cravate et la met a son
cou. Le general, M. Joli-Coeur, eclat;e de rire
et Capi tombe, les quatre pattes en I'alr,
renverse par la stupidite" de Remi. M. Joli-Coeur,
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degoute, prend la place de Remi, passe la
serviette dans iine boutonni^re de son uniforme,
et I'etale sur ses genoux. II dejeune. Le
dejeuner flni, 11 se lave et salue la societe.
Les applaudissements eclatent et la represen-
tation finit dsins un triomphe.
Capi prend une sebile entre ses dents, et,
marchant sur ses pattes de derriere, passe dans
lea rangs de la f oule . Les sous tombent dans
la sebile, et Capi porte fierement a son maltre
la sebile toute pleine.)
Vitalis - Mesdames et Messieurs, voici la fin de
notre representation. Nous vous remercions de votre
attention et de votre generosite. Maintenant la troupe
vous dit, - Merci, et Au revoir.
(Les chiens, le singe, et Hemi saluent
la societe) .
f
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SCENE III
Vitalis et sa troupe en route
Vltalla - Eh bien, Remi, tu as tres blen fait aujourd
•hui.
Reml - Vous trouvez, M, Vitalis?
Vital is - Oui, mon enfant, tu as bien joue ton role.
Reinl - Et nous avons gagne de 1' argent?
Vitalis - Oui, mon garpon, une bonne somme d* argent.
Nous allons diner blen aujourd *hul.
Remi - Alors, vous etes content de moi?
Vitalis - Parfaitement . Et tol? N*9st-tu pas content
de voyager ainsi avec moi?
Remi - Oui, M. Vitalis. Maintenant je suls content.
Vous etes boB pour moi et la troupe est tres amusante . Mere
Barberin m'aimait, mais Jerome ne voulait pas me garder plus
longtemps dans sa maison. Je suls trds heureux de voyager
avec vous, M. Vitalis, Vous §tes si bon pour moi.
Vitalis - Ell bien, mon petit, nous somme s de bons
camarades . Nous voyagerons dans ce beau pays de Franco et
dans dix autres pays. Tu verras le monde et tu apprendras
beaucoup. Je t'apprendrai a jouer du fifre et du vlolon.
Tu ne regret teras rien. Tu trouveras tres agreable et tr^s
int^ressante cette vie de com^dien et nous serons les
meilleurs compagnons du monde.
(Vitalis prend son fifre et joue quelques notes. Les
chiens et le singe se mettent en rang)
.
Allons I En route I En avant, marche!
(Vitalis, Remi, et la troupe sortent de la scene)
•
- La Pin -
I 3
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Stage Manager's Directions
Acte I Scene 1 (1) Prepare stage for garden.
(2) Place garden rake for Mother B.
Scene II (kitchen)
(1) Arrange something (box) for stove.
(2) Soup-kettle and spoon for Mother B.
(3) Table and two chairs facing and 1 more
chair.
(4) Plates, spoons, bread piafce (basket)
(5) Have fire wood outside side ready for
Remi to get.
Scene m (strut scene)
(1) Have big basket full cf vegetables
ready for Remi
.
Scene IV (kitchen)
Same as Scene II, exc^ept wood.
Also have towel reac^ for Remi.
Also basin for him to wash face and hands.
Acte II Scene I In the Gaf^.
(1) Two tables - chairs at tables, water-
bottle on table, towel and apron for
waiter.
Sc^ne II In Barberin's house
One table - two chairs facing.
Scene III Street
Acte III Scene I Room of Vi talis at inn at Ussel
Table - chairs
Scene II Public Square
Sc^ne III Strset scene
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THIRD PART
SUMMARY
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SUMMAKY"
There is at the present time, unmistakable need for
determining the status of the study of French in our secondary
schools. The standing, in the educational world, of the men
and women who, in open forum are leading the discussion or
serving on investigating committees of the Language Associations,
is an index of the seriousness of the problems. The years
following the World War have brought about many changes in our
social, political, commercial and intellectual relations with
Prance making it imperative that many more of o\ir young people
than hitherto become masters of the spoken and written idiom
or that country. Already more than half the modern foreign
language enrollments in our secondary schools are in French;
indicating the great demand for that study.
No better way can be found to strengthen the bonds of
international friendship long existing between our country and
France, than by way of mutual understanding. As language is
the medium of mutual understanding, the teaching of French
supplies the best introduction to a deeper understanding of
the character and achievements of the French nation as shown
in its history, literature, art, institutions and customs.
More stress should be laid on the practical value of
modem languages than before the war, and curricula should
be arranged with this consideration in view, whether the pupil
is to pursue the study for one year or six.
To obtain the best results in our teaching of French it

is essential that we have more and better instruction in French;
that we have more and better equipped teachers, and that we
have a larger and more carefully selected student body. Such
thorough courses in the secondary schools are requisite to
provide competent teachers of French. Study and travel abroad
are essential.
As a secondary school discipline, French commends itself
by its cumulative process, it requires consistency of method
and continuity of study, rendering it equal in this regard to
any and superior to most other subjects of the high school
curriculum. Its study improves the pupils* pov/er to use English.
Out of the many modern methods of teaching French, all
of which have their good points, the competent teacher should
be well prepared to use those emphasizing aural and oral procedure
and phonetics. Besides training the pupil for self-help by
means of phonetics, a large amount of oral practice in French
gives training in pronunciation and intonation, resulting in
a "feeling" for the language. It helps to build up an active
vocabulary; it facilitates the learning of grammatical forms
and constructions; and consequently conduces to accuracy and
fluency in speaking and reading.
To the skill in the use of French, the mental dis-
cipline in acquiring it, and the broad fields of information
opened through a knowledge of it, we may add the pure enjoy-
ment which comes in expi»es3ion including dramatic representation
through the consciousness of mastery. This the skilful
teacher hopes to give to her best pupils.
t
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